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Abstract. The electronic band structure of Ni overlayers of 1-5 monolayers (ML) nn 
Cu,Au(100) has been studied using synchrotron radiation photoemission. Between 1 and 
5 ML, the overlayers exhibit changes in the Ni 6 eV satellite with overlayer thickness that 
indicate a change from atomic to many-electron behaviour. The Ni satellite photoemission 
intensity is enhanced by at least a factor of 2.0 relative to the Ni 3d band for films of 1 ML 
compared with bulk Ni(100). The photon energy at which the satellite exhibits a maximum 
intensity increases monotonically from 66 eV for a 1 ML Ni film to 69-70 eV for a 5 M L  film. 
These results are discussed in terms of the present theories of the origin of photoemission 
many-body satellites. 

1. Introduction 

The 6 eV satellite of Ni and of Ni compounds is among the most widely studied many- 
electron effect in photoemission [ 1-20]. As interest in lower-dimensional systems (for 
a review and extensive references see [21]) and magnetic overlayers [22] has increased 
in recent years, several reports have been published of investigations of the band 
structureofthinmetaloverlayersystems (see, e.g. [23]). The present report concentrates 
on how the known photoemission many-body effects of Ni depend on the Ni overlayer 
thickness. The present results are, to the best of the authors' knowledge, the first report 
that the many-body phenomena associated with photoemission from Ni depends on the 
thickness of the Ni layer. 

The details of the many-body phenomena observed in Ni photoemission have been 
previously reported by other investigators [ 1-20]. Essentially. what is observed experi- 
mentally for bulk Ni is a resonant enhancement of a many-body satellite in the Ni 
photoemission spectrum at the photon energy corresponding to the Ni 3p core-level-to- 
Fermi-edge transition [24]. The precise energy of the Ni many-body satellite has been 
reported variously between 6.0 and 6.8 eV (17, 181. The Ni 3d band features exhibit an 
antiresonant dip at photon energies just below the resonant enhancement of the satellite 
[l-20, 241. For Ni-containing insulator compounds, such as NiO and NiCI2, the Ni 3d 
band features exhibit a Fano-type antiresonance-resonance enhancement at a photon 
energy of between 60 and 70 eV. The same materials also exhibit the many-body satellite 
at the same photon energy and approximately the same binding energy [ 1-20.241. 

The present theoretical framework for Ni overlayers of 1-4 monolayers (ML)  has 
been presented by several workers [25]. The pertinent points are that the Ni conduction 
band is predicted to be effectively uncoupled with that of a noble-metal substrate, that 
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the Ni conduction band is narrower than that of bulk Ni and that the magnetic moment 
per atom should be enhanced [26]. 

We present results for Ni overlayers grown epitaxially on Cu,Au(100). This surface 
is a classic order-disorder alloy [27] and has been extensively studied by several inves- 
tigators [28], including two of the present authors [29]. The Ni overlayers, which are 
deposited epitaxially (u ide  in f ra) ,  possess a lattice spacing larger than bulk Ni but retain 
the FCC crystal structure. The lattice mismatch between Ni(100) and Cu3Au(100) is 6- 
7% [30]. 

The remainder of this paper discusses the methodology (section 2), the results 
(section 3) and the conclusions obtained (section 4).  

2. Methodology 

The present report presents data indicating a qualitative change in both the Ni 3d band 
and the many-body satellite as a function of Ni overlayer thickness. Ni overlayers 
between 1 and 5 ML thick were deposited on a clean and well ordered Cu3Au(100) 
substrate, as confirmed by LEED and the Auger technique. Residual contamination was 
oxygen at the level of at most 2 a t .% on the surface. The Ni overlayers were deposited 
in a vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 1.0 X lo-"' Torr. The pressure rise during 
deposition was 1.0 x 10-"'Torr or less. The overlayer films were examined using LEED, 
the Auguer technique and angle-resolved photoemission. The films were well ordered, 
with several orders of LEED spots 1-1.5 mm in size on a 120" LEED screen, except for the 
thickest film, which exhibited LEED spots 4 mm in size and greatly increased diffuse 
scattering, both indicating a film possessing appreciable disorder. Auger spectra demon- 
strated that the films were clean. with contamination, predominantly oxygen, of less 
than 1 at. %. The overlayer film thickness was obtained from Auger peak height analysis 
and thin-film monitoring measurement and the thicknesses quoted are only accurate to 
within 1 ML. 

The Ni 6 evsatellite overlaps, in energy, an Au surface state and part of the Au d band 
[30-321. Although the Au state and the Ni satellite do not mix (symmetry forbidden), for 
1 - ~ M L  Ni films both are visible. To ensure an accurate estimate of the Ni satellite 
intensity, we carefully studied the clean Cu3Au( 100) substrate over the same photon 
energy range as used to study the Ni satellite. Further, we have compared the intensity 
ratio of the Ni satellite to Ni 3d band in two ways. We compared 1 and 2 ML Ni films, 
in which the Au features are visible, and, separately. 3-5 ML Ni films, which do not 
exhibit the Au features. The results are presented below. All spectra shown are the raw 
data, without smoothing or background subtraction. 

3. Results 

Figure 1 illustrates a series of spectra obtained for a 1 ML Ni overlayer at normal emission 
for photon energies between 62 and 74eV, encompassing the Ni 3p threshold. The 
photon energy is labelled for each spectrum. The position of the satellite is indicated 
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Figure 1. Normal emission photoemission spectra 
taken for a 1 ML Ni overlayer on Cu7Au( 100). The 
arrow highlights the 6 eV satellite location. The 
inset illustrates the integrated intensity of the 
spectral intensity between 5.6 and 7.2 eV for the 
Ni films (open circles) and clean Cu3Au( 100) (full 
circles). circles). 

Figure 2. Normal emission photoemission spectra 
takenfora3 ~~Niover layeronCu,Au(100) .  The 
arrow highlights the 6 eV satellite location. The 
inset illustrates the integrated intensity of the 
spectral intensity between 5.6 and 7.2 eV for the 
Ni films (open circles) andclean CuzAu( 100) (full  

with an arrow. All spectra are normalised to the height of the Cu 3d band. The inset 
shows the integrated relative intensity of the spectra between 5.6 and 7.2  eV binding 
energy as open circles. We followed the same procedure for the clean Cu3Au(100) 
substrate. The inset shows the results (full circles) for clean Cu3Au(100). This figure and 
inset demonstrate that, even for a 1 ML Ni film, the Ni 6 eV satellite dominates the 5.6- 
7.2 eV binding energy region across the Ni 3p threshold. Specifically, there is a marked 
enhancement in this binding energy region across the Ni 3p threshold, and the clean 
Cu,Au( 100) intensity decreases monotonically across this photon energy range. 

To determine how the Ni 6 eV satellite changes with overlayer thickness, 1-5 ML Ni 
films were deposited on the Cu3Au(100) substrate and spectra obtained for a range of 
photon energies encompassing the Ni 3p threshold. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the spectra 
obtained for a 3 ML Ni overlayer and a 5 ML Ni overlayer, respectively. In each figure, 
the inset illustrates the integrated relative intensities for 5.6-7.2 eV binding energies 
(open circles). The clean substrate are included in the inset (full circles) for comparison. 
What emerges from these results is that all Ni films, including the 1 ML films, exhibit an 
enhancement of the 6 eV satellite across the Ni 3p threshold. The spectra in figure 3 
(5 ML Ni films) illustrate why the 5.6-7.2 eV binding energy region was chosen; this 
region encompasses the Ni satellite peak. Figure 3 also illustrates the abrupt nature of 
the satellite resonance and the extended structure at a higher binding energy for photon 
energies above the resonance threshold. 

To determine how the Ni satellite intensity is affected by the overlayer thickness, we 
analysed the above data so as to answer several questions. 
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Figure 3. Normal emission photoemission spectra taken for a 5 M L  Ni  overlayer on 
Cu3Au( 100). The inset illustrates the integrated intensity of the spectral intensity between 
5.6and7.2eVfortheNifilms(opencircles)andcleanCu,Au(100) (fullcircles). hv = 63 eV,  
hv = 65 eV.  a view showing the abrupt onset of the satellite. hv = 67 eV. hu = 70 eV. an 
expanded view showing the structure at higher binding energy. 

(i) How does the integrated intensity ratio of the Ni satellite to Ni 3d band change 
with overlayer thickness? 

(ii) What is the Ni satellite binding energy and how does it change with overlayer 
thickness? The  1-2 ML Ni films exhibit a sufficiently high spectral intensity due to the Au 
to preclude an accurate answer to this question. 

(iii) A t  what photon energy is the Ni satellite intensity a maximum? 
(iv) How does the Ni 3d band intensity change across the Ni 3p threshold? 

Figures 4(A) and 4(B) illustrates the relative integrated intensity ratios of the Ni 
satellite to Ni 3d band for 1 and 2 ML Ni films and for 3 , 4  and 5 ML. Ni films, respectively. 
The uncertainty in the ratio is 1.5 times the sizes off the symbols. As mentioned above, 
the spectra of the 1-2 ML Ni films exhibit Au  spectral density between 5.6 and 7.2 e V  
binding energy; so we deemed it inappropriate to compare the thinner (1-2 ML) and the 
thicker (3-5 ML) Ni overlayers with respect to their intensities. The results illustrated in 
figure 4 indicate that there are changes in the resonant enhancement of the satellite-to- 
3d ratio between 1 and  2 ML (relative ratios of 1.23 : 1) and 3 , 4  and 5 ML (relative ratios 
of 1.70: 1.49: 1). 

The Ni satellite binding energy does not depend on the overlayer thickness between 
3 a n d 5  ML, asfigures 1-3illustrate. Thephotonenergyat whichtheNisatellitepossessesa 
maximum intensity does change with overlayer thickness, however, as figure5 illustrates. 
The  Ni satellite exhibits a maximum intensity at 66 e V  for a 1 ML Ni overlayer, and the 
photon energy corresponding to maximum satellite intensity increases monotonically 
with increasing overlayer thickness to 69-70 e V  for a 5 ML Ni overlayer (figure 5(A)). 

Figure 5(B) also illustrates the Ni 3d integrated intensity as a function of photon 
energy for 1 ML and  5 ML Ni overlayers. The  results indicate that the 1 ML Ni films exhibit 
a much less pronounced antiresonant dip than d o  the thicker films. The photon energy 
corresponding to  the dip in intensity does not appear to change significantly with 
overlayer thickness. 
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Figure 4. (A) Integrated intensity ratio of the Ni 
6 eV satellite to Ni 3d band for 1 ML (open circles) 
and 2 ML (full circles) Ni overlayers as a function 
of photon energy. (B) Integrated intensity ratio 
of the Ni 6 e V  satellite to Ni 3d band for 3 ML 
(open triangles), 4 ML (full circles) and 5 ML (open 
circles) Ni overlayers as a function of photon 
energy. 
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Figure 5. (A) Ni satellite integrated intensity for 
1 ML (full circles) and 5 ML (open circles) Ni over- 
layers as a function of photon energy. (B) Ni 3d 
bandintegratedintensityfor 1 ML(fU1ICirCkS) and 
5 ML (open circles) Ni overlayers as a function of 
photon energy. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The results indicate that the ratio of the Ni 6 eV satellite to 3d band increases by at least 
a factor of 2.0 as the Ni overlayer thickness decreases from 5 ML to 1 ML. This is 
qualitatively in accord with the current theoretical understanding of the origin of the 
6 e V  satellite [18, 201. The relative intensity ratio of the satellite to 3d band is viewed 
[18,20] as controlled by the ratio U/W,  where U is the electron-hole correlation energy 
and W is the conduction band width. U is largely of atomic origin while W is controlled 
by the electron overlap in the solid sample. For Ni overlayers on Cu3Au(100), where 
the Ni film exhibits a larger lattice constant that bulk Ni, the Ni conduction band width 
is narrower than that of bulk Ni owing to reduced Ni-Ni orbital overlap. As a result, W 
will decrease for the thin Ni overlayers. By contrast, U is largely atomic in origin. 
Although the magnitude of U changes between the atomic and condensed phases, owing 
to screening, the overlayer thickness should not affect U significantly. The results 
presented in figures 1-4 are qualitatively in agreement with this prediction. Also note- 
worthy, however, is the larger ratio for 3 and 4 ML films compared with 5 ML films, where 
the band widths should, from calculations on similar systems, be almost the same [33- 
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351. Unfortunately, n o  theoretical calculations of this system showing conduction band 
width versus overlayer thickness are currently available for direct comparison. 

In addition to the satellite-to-main-peak ratio, another noteworthy point is the 
manner in which the satellite intensity itself depends on overlayer thickness. Specifically, 
the photon energy at  which the satellite exhibits a maximum intensity increases mon- 
otonically from 66 to 69-70 e V  as the overlayer thickness increases from 1 to 5 ML. This 
result is to be compared with an analogous photon energy of 69-71 eV for bulk Ni [l- 
181. By contrast t o  bulk Ni, atomic Ni possesses an excitation (analogous to the satellite) 
that exhibits a peak in intensity at a photon energy of 65-66 e V  [36]. We conclude that 
the Ni satellite exhibits an evolution in intensity lineshape and peak intensity similar to 
the evolution of atomic to bullk Ni as the overlayer thickness increases from 1 to 5 ML. 
It isnoteworthy that such behaviouroccurs on a metallicsubstrate. These results enhance 
the credibility that the Ni overlayer is, electronically, only very weakly coupled to the 
substrate. as theoretically predicted [25,33-351. 

Finally, the Ni 3d band exhibits an antiresonant dip in intensity for all overlayers 
(figure 5), as does bulk Ni [l-201 and Ni compounds [l-201. The strength of the dip in 
intensity increases as the overlayer thickness increases. This is a somewhat surprising 
result since the antiresonant behaviour has been largely attributed to an atomic origin 
[24]. We can only speculate that the extra-atomic effects, which tend to enhance such 
an antiresonant dip in intensity, have a stronger influence for the thicker overlayers, 
where the coordination number and conduction band width are both larger. 

In summary, we have presented the results of a first study, to our  knowledge, of the 
changes in a many-body satellite with overlayer thickness. The  significant results include 
the following: 

(i) an  enhancement of satellite intensity for thinner overlayers, consistent with 
theoretical predictions; 

(ii) a monotonic increase in photon energy for maximum satellite intensity with 
increasing overlayer thickness, consistent with an evolution in satellite character from 
atomic to  bulk Ni; 

(iii) an  enhancement of the antiresonant dip in the Ni 3d band intensity with increas- 
ing overlayer thickness, for which we conjecture that extra-atomic effects are more 
effective for thicker overlayers. 

What has been established is that the classic Ni many-body satellite is influenced by 
overlayer thickness, and that such studies are a promising line of inquiry for the influence 
of reduced dimensionality on  many-body effects. 
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